10 CONSIDERATIONS WHEN SUPPORTING A BEREAVED COUPLE

THE REASONS WE AVOID TALKING TO PARENTS ABOUT THE LOSS OF THEIR BABY IS BECAUSE
WE ARE FEARFUL OF SAYING THE WRONG THING AND NERVOUS OF WHAT WE MAY HEAR. IT IS
THEREFORE HELPFUL TO BE PREPARED. HERE ARE SOME IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
TALKING TO BEREAVED PARENTS:

Ask the baby’s name and use it when talking about him/her – don’t just say it once but use it
regularly and remember to use it in the future – it is so important for parents to know their
baby hasn’t been forgotten.
Refer to the couple as parents – remember they may have experienced the birth of their
baby, and they have most likely seen and held their baby. Remember he/she is real!
Consider all the things you might ask a couple following the birth of a living child and then
adapt this to respect the loss of the baby – for example: It may be appropriate to ask about
the birth – take the lead from the parents – if you show you are interested, they may want to
tell you.
Show you are interested in how they are feeling and offer a listening ear, but don’t try to fix or
rationalise what’s happened.
Avoid making comments that try to be optimistic – for example ‘You can try again’ or ‘at least
you know you can carry a pregnancy’ – comments like these can make bereaved parents
quite angry and/or upset as they seem dismissive of the child they’ve lost.
Some couples are really grateful for offers of help with simple tasks such as cooking and
shopping. But don’t be offended if the couple don’t want to see anyone or speak to anyone or
find social situations difficult. They will be dealing with their grief in their own way.
It is usually difficult for bereaved parents to be around pregnant women or other people’s
babies and they may not want to see friends who have babies around the same age. Respect
this, and think of ways they can still feel included in friendship groups.
Don’t forget partners. Often the attention is all on the Mums, but partners are grieving too often in a very different way.
Ask if there is a charity they’d like you to donate to in their baby’s memory or perhaps you
fundraise for by doing a run, walk, or skydive for example.
Try to remember significant dates e.g. the date the baby was due if the baby was miscarried
or premature, or the anniversary of the baby’s birth – these days will be painful reminders for
bereaved parents for many years to come, as will other significant days such as Mothers Day,
Fathers Day and Christmas.
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